Wherever you venture with Wycliffe Associates, Be a Photo Contributor!

Here’s a list of photos for which we are always looking:

1. PRAYER
   Who: Primarily the local people, national translators, and volunteers
   What: GROUPS and/or INDIVIDUALS in prayer, and HANDS of praying people
   How: Captured from interesting angles (low, high, side, behind, framed, etc.). Closer to the subject(s) is best!

2. PEOPLE
   Who: Primarily the local people, national translators, and volunteers
   What: At work TRANSLATING, TEACHING, READING, WORSHIPPING, etc.
       Ask yourself: what is your mission on the field? Photograph situations related to your mission!
   How: Capture facial expressions, hand signals, etc. that communicate your subject person’s role in or response to your mission. Look for angles, lighting, framing, or background/foreground objects that will help others understand what is happening.

3. LOCAL SCENERY & UNIQUE LOCAL ITEMS
   What: Anything that helps convey your experience and share your story and that of your mission. What details would you include when telling the story to people in your home church? Take pictures of those details!
   How: Close up or wide angle.
       Aerial/from above, if helpful to tell the story of your mission and/or environment. Look for high vantage points like a hilltop, top of a building, etc. If possible, try to include one or more people in these shots, to give a sense of sizes.
And following are some tips for making your picture-taking more enjoyable and more publishable...

**Tip 1. KEEP IT SIMPLE**

Tip 2: Photograph people using technology in interesting places for Bible translation!
TIP 3: Vary your point of view.

POINT OF VIEW—LOOKING DOWN ON THE WORK

POINT OF VIEW—SIDE VIEW

POINT OF VIEW—TAKEN OVER THE SHOULDER

POINT OF VIEW—STRAIGHT ON VIEW

TIP 4. DO NOT ALWAYS CENTER YOUR SUBJECT

Photograph the young and the old

Take pictures that tell the story of Bible Translation and your personal experience!

Enjoy taking lots of photos—share your experience!